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Abstract— This paper presents a robust image watermarking 
scheme based on a sample spline approach. While we consider 
the human visual system in our watermarking algorithm, we 
use the low frequency components of image blocks for data 
hiding to obtain high robustness against attacks. We use four 
samples of the approximation coefficients of the image blocks 
to construct a spline curve in the   2-D space. The slopes of this 
spline curve, which is invariant to the gain factor, is employed 
for watermarking purpose. We embed the watermarking code 
by constructing a spline curve according to message bits. To 
design a maximum likelihood decoder, we compute the 
distribution of the slope of the embedding spline curve for 
Gaussian samples. The performance of the proposed technique 
is analytically investigated and Experimental results confirm 
the validity of our model and its high robustness against 
common attacks in comparison with similar watermarking 
techniques that are invariant to the gain attack. 
 
Keywords: Image watermarking, Maximum Likelihood 
detector, Hermite Spline, Bresenham’s Line, Fibonacci 
LSB, Bessel interpolator, gain attack. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Digital watermarking embeds information within a digital 
work as a part of the media. Watermarking techniques falls 
into three categories of robust, semi fragile and fragile 
methods according to their specific applications [1]–[3]. 
Robust watermarking mainly serves for identification 
purposes while the fragile and semi fragile watermarking 
are usually employed in authentication applications. Since a 
good watermarking scheme should always be able to deal 
with some kinds of attacks, studies in the watermarking 
research area mostly target robust watermarking problems. 
Several robust watermarking techniques have been 
proposed so far. Cox et al. [4] have proposed an additive 
watermarking approach based on spread spectrum concept 
which remains highly robust against noise and cropping 
attacks. Based on this observation that boosting the 
watermarking power increases the barrier against attacks, 
most of the effective watermarking schemes try to match 
the characteristics of the watermark to those of the image 
asset. Multiplicative watermarking, as an example, has been 
introduced in [5] and has been widely studied later on using 
local optimum decoders in multi resolution transform 
domains such as wavelet and contour let domains [6]–[10]. 
Besides, a universal optimal detector for scaling based 
watermarking schemes is presented in [11]. These schemes 
are highly robust against noise and compression attacks. To 
satisfy robustness against geometric attacks and reduce the 
watermark synchronization problem, Thus, no approach has 

been presented so far that both proposes an optimal decoder 
and remains invariant to the gain attack.   
In this paper, we proposed a novel gain invariant 
watermarking scheme based on a sample spline scheme. 
Embedding the watermark bits into the approximation 
coefficients of the image blocks makes the algorithm highly 
robust against noise and compression attacks. Any possible 
selection of four approximation coefficients, that may be 
selected using a secret key, constructs a spline curve whose 
slope at control points is considered for data hiding. We 
embed the watermark bits by constructing a spline curve 
with the tangents at control points (slope). In this way, the 
slope of the spline curve carries the watermark information 
while the distortion imposed to its constructive samples is 
minimal. Since our embedding process is linear, it can be 
denoted by multiplication of specific embedding matrices. 
To implement the maximum likelihood (ML) detector for 
data extraction, we should calculate the distribution of the 
slope of the spline curve. To this aim, we consider the fact 
that the approximation coefficients of most of the image 
blocks can be well-modelled by Gaussian distribution [9]. 
The performance of our watermarking method is 
analytically investigated and verified via simulation on 
artificial signal. Several experiments on sample images 
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in 
resisting against common noise attacks.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 
we describe the model of the system. The watermark 
embedding and decoding process are introduced in Section 
III. Section IV analyzes and evaluates the performance of 
the proposed scheme. Experimental results are 
demonstrated in Section V, and Section VI concludes the 
paper. 
 

II. SYSTEM MODELING 
In this section, we first introduce the model considered for 
our watermarking algorithm. To this aim, we calculate the 
distribution of the watermarking variable. We assume to 
have four samples of an independently and identically 
distributed (i.i.d) Gaussian random variable as the host 
signal. We show this signal as u = [u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ] with 
the Gaussian distribution of N (0, σ2u ). These four samples 
form two points P1 = [u1 , u2 ] and  P2 = [u3 , u4 ] in the 2-
D space. We employ Dpk, the slope of the spline at first 
control point and Dpk+1, the slope of the spline at second 
control point as our watermarking variables.Fig.1  
illustrates these two points as well as the curve derivatives 
('slopes') at these points . We can write the procedure as  

• Algorithm will generate a cubic curve. 
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Fig. 1.Hermite Specification Control points P0 ,P1 and Slopes P0', P1' 

 
Let the parametric curve be P(u) = au3 + bu2 + cu + d. 
where u is the parameter that ranges from 0 to 1.A defined 
Hermite curve has a defined set of coefficients a, b, c, d. 
Substituting a value u into the equation gives a point on the 
Hermite curve. Substituting many values of u from 0 to 1 
will trace out the curve. Given the two points and two 
slopes, p0, p1, p0’ and p1’, our objective is to find the 
coefficients a, b, c, d. 

𝑃 𝑢 = 𝑎𝑢! + 𝑏𝑢! + cu + d 

𝑃 𝑢 = [𝑢!  𝑢!  u  1]

𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
𝑑

 

Derivative of  𝑃 𝑢  is, 

𝑃′ 𝑢 = [𝑢!  𝑢!  u  1]   

𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
𝑑

 

But, 
𝑃 0 = 𝑝! = 𝑎×0! + 𝑏×0! + 𝑐×0 +   d  ×  1 
𝑃 1 = 𝑝! = 𝑎×1! + 𝑏×1! + 𝑐×1 +   d  ×  1 

 𝑃′ 0 = 𝑝!′ = 𝑎×3×0! + 𝑏×2×0 +   c  ×  1 +   d  ×  0 
 𝑃′ 1 = 𝑝!′ = 𝑎×3×1! + 𝑏×2×1 +   c  ×  1 +   d  ×  0 

 
Therefore, in matrix form, 
 

𝑝!
𝑝!
𝑝!′
𝑝!′

=

0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0
3 2 1 0

𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
𝑑

 

  
Solve for a,b,c,d by using matrix inverse: 
 

𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
𝑑

=

2 −2 1 1
−3 3 −2 −1
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0

𝑝!
𝑝!
𝑝!′
𝑝!′

 

 
We get: 
                 a = 2𝑝! - 2𝑝! + 𝑝!′ + 𝑝!′ 
                 b = -3𝑝! + 3𝑝! -2 𝑝!′ - 𝑝!′ 
                 𝑐 = 𝑝!′  
                 𝑑 = 𝑝! 
     
Next, Substitute back to equation  
 

𝑃 𝑢 = 𝑎𝑢! + 𝑏𝑢! + cu + d 
  

We get:  
                              𝑃 𝑢 = (2𝑝! − 2𝑝! + 𝑝!′ + 𝑝!′ )𝑢! +
                                                          (−3𝑝! + 3𝑝! − 2𝑝!′ − 𝑝!′ )𝑢! + 𝑝!′ u  
 

Rearranging. 
 
                            𝑃 𝑢 = 𝑝! 2𝑢! − 3𝑢! + 1 + 𝑝! −2𝑢! +
                                                          3𝑢! + 𝑝!′ 𝑢! − 2𝑢! + 𝑢 +
                                                                      𝑝!′𝑝!(𝑢! − 𝑢)  
 
Now, to embed the M-ary watermark code, we use this 
equation to generate Hermite spline curve given control 
points and slopes shown in Fig. 1, depending on the 
watermark code. In this way, we obtain the watermarked 
signal. 
To extract the hidden bits, an  optimum decoder is 
implemented using M-Hypothesis test as follows. We take 
the received watermarked signal which consists of the 
Hermite Spline with two control points and some points on 
spline curve and calculate the slopes of the Hermite spline 
curve at each control point. Here the slopes are nothing but 
the watermarked bits which we have sent it with Host 
image signal.   

 
III. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section, we introduce our blind watermarking 
scheme. As discussed in the previous section, we assume 
the host signal as a four-sample i.i.d. Gaussian random 
signal. In practical applications, these four samples can 
come from approximation coefficients of the image blocks 
which satisfy our i.i.d. Gaussian assumption according to 
Kolmogorov Smirnov test results. 
Figure 2. Shows a model of watermarking that allows 
watermark pattern Wa to be dependent on original cover 
work Co. we can get the final watermarked image Cw from 
the Watermark embedder.  Cwn is the watermarked image 
with some noise mixing, which we are providing to the 
Watermark detector. Finally we can get the Watermark as 
an Output message from detector. 

 
Fig. 2 watermarking as communications with side information at the 

transmitter. 

 
A. Watermark embedding 
We use Hermite cubic interpolation for embedding 
watermark with the help of four samples as control points 
and Watermark embedding bits as Slopes at each control 
point. The interpolator used to construct the curve generally 
has a parametric representation, i.e. the curve is a two 
dimensional function of an underlying parameters s, 
𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑠)  (1) 
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Which passes through the collection of sample points {Xi}, 
𝑥! = 𝑓(𝑠!)   (2) 
This notation allows for easy extension to three dimensions 
[12]. The parametric notation also gives an interpolator that 
is isotropic, i.e. invariant with respect to orientation. The 
parameter s is usually related to the arc length along the 
curve. However, using the chord length 
 
                     𝑠!!! = 𝑠! + 𝑑! 
   
      Where 
                                            𝑑! = 𝑑! = |𝑥!!! − 𝑥!| 
with   𝑠   varying linearly between control points, will give 
equally good results [13]. A further simplification, 𝑠!= i, 
can be made if the point spacing is fairly uniform. 
 
The interpolation requirement precludes the use of some 
functions such as quadratic B-splines [14] which are 
otherwise suitable curve generators. One simple class of 
functions that both interpolates and can be made 
sufficiently smooth are the cubic splines and sub-splines. 
These functions are piecewise cubic, i.e. on any interval 
(s!, s!!!) the function is a cubic 
 
f! s = a!"s! + a!"s!+a!"s + a!" 
 
For sufficient smoothness, we require that the curve be first 
derivative (C 1) continuous. Such curves are variously 
known as sub-splines or Hermite cubics. They are 
completely defined by the control points {𝑥!} and the curve 
derivatives ('slopes') at these points {𝑥!} (Fig. 3). Each 
cubic segment can also be represented as a linear 
combination of four basis or 'blending' [15] functions 
weighted by the end points and the end-point derivatives 
 

 
Fig. 3 Cubic segment defined by its end points and end-point derivatives 
 
 
𝑓 𝑠! =
𝑥!ø! 𝑡 + 𝑥!ø! 𝑡 − 𝑥!!!ø! 1 − 𝑡 +                                 𝑥!!!ø! 1 −
𝑡 , 𝑡 = !!!!

!!
∈ [0,1]  

 
These basis functions, the Hermite Cubic basis functions, 
are 
 

ø! 𝑡 = 2𝑡! − 3𝑡! + 1 
ø! 𝑡 = 𝑡(1 − 𝑡)  ! 

 
And are shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Since the sample points {𝑥!} are given; only the slopes 𝑥! 
need to be determined in order to specify completely the 
interpolator. The slope values 𝑥! are the true derivative 
values of the interpolator f(s)  , but can only be an estimate 
of the derivatives of the original curve. The overall Hermite 
cubic interpolate function f(s) is thus composed of 
piecewise cubic segments h(s) with first-derivative 
continuity across interval boundaries. 
After finding the points on the spline curve, we embed 
these points in the pixel positions of a line segment (line 
joining control points) using A Fibonacci LSB Data Hiding 
Technique. We can find pixels along a line segment by 
joining the two control points with the help of Bresenham’s 
Line Drawing Algorithm. Assume y = mx + c  represents 
the real variable equation of a line which is to be plotted 
using a grid of pixels where the two points (x!, y!) and 
(x!, y!)  have integer coordinates and represent two known 
points on the line which are to be connected by drawing a 
simulated line segment (or segments) which connects them. 
In figure 4 below these two points are respectively the 
lower-left and upper-right corners of the pixel grid. 
 

 
Fig. 4 A true line lay out across a grid of pixels 

 
A Fibonacci LSB is a generalization of the classical Least 
Significant Bit (LSB) and is one of the simplest technique 
in digital watermarking is in spatial domain using the two 
dimensional array of pixels in the container image to hold 
hidden data. The human eyes are not very attuned to small 
variance in colour and therefore processing of small 
difference in the LSB will not noticeable Fibonacci LSB 
embedding scheme is as follows, 
Let us define I (x, y) the cover image, and w (x, y) the data 
to be embedded. In our experiment they have the same size. 
The proposed embedding scheme can be summarized as 
follows: 
 
1. The cover image I ( x, y ) is decomposed into bit planes I 

p ( x, y ) = Fp { I ( x, y )} by using the Fibonacci p-
decomposition computed using the specified p-
sequence. 

2. The selected plane is considered. For each bit the 
fulfilment of Zeckendorf condition is checked. If it is 
verified, the mark is inserted otherwise the following is 
considered. The simplest method used in our 
experiment is the substitution of the selected bit value 
with the corresponding watermark bit. An improved 
version is based on the following additive scheme: 
I p (x, y) = I p (x, y) + α w (x, y) 
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3. Once the whole mark has been inserted, the image is 
reconstructed from the bit planes. The watermarked 
image is therefore recomposed With respect to this 
basic scheme; several modifications have been tested to 
increase the robustness of the system. Among these, we 
cite the use of a block-wise embedding scheme in 
which each block has a different embedding strength 
value according to some HVS-based features. We are 
investigating the contrast visibility factor to drive such 
a scheme. 

 
B. Watermark decoding 
To extract the hidden bits, we need to determine the slope 
the Hermite spline by cubic interpolator. To generate the 
cubic interpolator, the slopes {x!} must be determined. One 
common way to specify the slopes is to require second 
derivative (C! ) continuity. The resulting system of tri-
diagonal equations can then be solved using various 
iterative or direct methods [16, 17], with the resulting 
interpolator being known as the full cubic spline. However, 
this calculation requires all of the points on the curve to be 
known, and it is thus not sufficiently local to be used for 
real-time reconstruction. 
We take the received watermarked signal and key for 
generating the four samples to get two control points. Now 
we use these points for finding slope of the line which 
connects them. Once we have the slope of the line, we can 
generate the line points with the Bresenhams Line drawing 
Algorithm .Now we can get the spline curve points stored 
in the points along the line with LSB Algorithm .With these 
Hermite Spline curve points and control points we can 
calculate the slopes of the Hermite spline curve at each 
control point. Here the slopes are nothing but the 
watermarked bits which we have sent it with Host image 
signal.   
The slopes can also be adjusted interactively. Methods such 
as Bezier curves [4J have been designed to do this naturally 
by specifying additional control points. This is not a 
satisfactory approach if the curve generation is to proceed 
automatically from a set of sample points without operator 
intervention. What is required instead is a method to 
estimate the individual slopes using only a few of the 
neighbouring points.  
The simplest method for determining the slope locally is to 
use a parabola through a sample point and its left and right 
neighbours to determine the slope at the point 
(modifications can be made for the end points of the curve).  
 
The parabolic equation 
         g(s)= !!

!
 (s − s!)! + x! s − s! + x!    

 
With  
           g (s!!!) = x!!!      and     g(s!!!) = x!!! 
Can be solved to yield 

x! = d!!!m!,!!! + d!  m!!!,!

d!!! +   d!
 

 
The value    m!" j is the divided difference of the curve  
(Fig. 5), 
 

 
Fig. 5: Divided differences of a curve used to calculate the slopes and are 

defined as the slope of a line connecting two sample points: 
 
         F[s!, s!]   ≜

!!!!!
!!!!!

≜ m!,! (for short) 

The interpolator resulting from this parabolic fit, known as 
the Bessel interpolator, is quite simple, but does not smooth 
as well as methods that use more of the neighbouring 
points. It is, in effect, a four-point interpolator, since the 
points    x!!!,  x! ,  x!!! and x!!! are needed to define the two 
end slopes x! and  x!!! for the segment f!(s). 
Higher-order polynomials (such as quadratics) can be fitted 
to determine the slope, but the exact solution rapidly 
becomes complex. An assumption of near-uniform spacing 
can be used to obtain some simple results which take the 
form of a SUlTI of divided differences weighted by fixed 
rational numbers (see Appendix A). 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In Fibonacci LSB [18] the value of α represents the strength 
of the watermark. The greater is α, more robust is the 
watermarking system. Unfortunately, it results also in 
images in which the user can perceive the artefacts. The 
same considerations are also valid for the bit plane selected 
for the embedding. In Figure 6, the original image and 
different versions of the watermarked image are shown. 
The upper right one has been obtained by using the classical 
LSB watermarking scheme. The lower left and right ones 
are obtained using the proposed method. As can be noticed, 
the impact of the watermark in the latter image is much 
stronger than in the third one. 
To test the effectiveness of the detection scheme, the 
detector response to the watermarked image ‘’Lena’’ to 500 
randomly generated marks has been considered. As can be 
noticed in Figure 6, the correlation peak corresponds to the 
true mark presentation. 
In Fig.8: we can see the possible Four Basis Functions for 
Hermite splines. 

 
Fig. 6: from left to right, up to down. Original image, classical LSB 

watermarked image, LSB Fibonacci watermarking, first significant bit 
watermarked image. 
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Fig. 7: detector response to the watermarked image ‘Lena’’ to 500 

randomly generated watermarks. Only watermark number 250 matches the 
embedded one. 

	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	           Fig. 8 Four Basis Functions for Hermite splines. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

   In this paper, we presented a novel blind watermarking 
approach with the optimal decoder. Watermark embedding 
is performed by multiplication of M specific matrices to the 
vector of samples of size four. These matrices construct a 
Hermite spline curve with the vector of samples and slopes 
depending on the message symbol. Assuming the host 
samples to be i.i.d Gaussian, which is often valid for 
approximation coefficients of image blocks [15], we 
obtained a closed form PDF of noisy watermarked samples. 
Having this distribution function, we designed an optimum 
ML decoder. We analytically studied and verified the error 
probability of the proposed decoder in a noisy environment. 
The proposed algorithm is applied to image signals by 
using four approximation coefficients of the image blocks 
which may be selected according to a secret key. In addition 
to be invariant to the volumetric distortions, several 
simulations showed that the proposed algorithm is highly 
robust against common watermarking attacks such as 
AWGN, compression, and filtering. However, the algorithm 
is sensitive to the collusion attack. The future work may be 
proposing a solution to this problem in order to make the 
algorithm robust to this attack as well. 
 

VI .APPENDIX 
This appendix derives the slope estimate obtained by using 
a quadratic polynomial fit. An assumption of quasi-uniform 
spacing is made in order to simplify the solution. The 
quadratic polynomial 
 

g! s = a(s − s!)! + b(s − s!)! + c(s − s!)! + x! s − s!
+ x! 

 
is made to pass through the four neighbouring points 

g! s! = x!  , j = i − 2, i − 1, i + 1  ,+2 
 
In matrix notation, we have 

 
−(d!!! + d!!!)! (d!!! + d!!!)! −(d!!! + d!!!) 1

−d!!!! d!!!! −d!!! 1
d!! d!! d! 1

(d! + d!!!)! (d! + d!!!)! (d! + d!!!) 1

a
b
c
x!

=

m!!!,!
m!!!,!

m!,!!!′
m!,!!!

 

 
This general matrix inversion must be performed for each 
point if a non-uniform grid is assumed. However, if a 
uniform grid s! = i (and hence    d! = 1) is assumed for the 
left-hand side, a simplified matrix results 

−8 4 −2 1
−1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 1
8 4 2 1

a
b
c
x!

=

m!!!,!
m!!!,!

m!,!!!′
m!,!!!

 

 
This can be solved for 

x! =
2
3
m!!!,! +m!,!!!} −

1
6
m!!!,! +m!,!!!} 
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